Interleave Quilt Workshop
March 20, 2021, via zoom

10:00am – 4:00pm (PST)

Fabric Requirements for Small Wall hanging (~15” X 15”):


4 fat quarters of cotton quilting fabric (each fat quarter should measure ~18” X 20”)
Select 4 fabrics that go well together to use for the quilt top. There should be some contrast between
the 4 top fabrics – if they all blend together too much the interleave design won’t stand out. Batiks
work well, as do mottled prints (like Grunge). Printed fabric (with a motif) should be used as 1 fabric
and combined with 3 others that read a solid.



1 fat quarter for backing



1 fat quarter of light-colored cotton fabric (muslin)



Hobbs 80/20 batting (recommended), ~20” X 20” (fusible if available)

Fabric Requirements for Lap Quilt (~43” X 62”):


1m each of 4 fabrics - cotton quilting fabric
Select 4 fabrics that go well together to use for the quilt top. There should be some contrast between
the 4 top fabrics – if they all blend together too much the interleave design won’t stand out. Batiks
work well, as do mottled prints (like Grunge). Printed fabric (with a motif) should be used as 1 fabric
and combined with 3 others that read a solid.



1.7m backing



1.7m light-colored cotton fabric (muslin)



Hobbs 80/20 batting (recommended), ~45” X 70” (fusible if available)

Supply List (for either size):


Large cutting mat (at least 18” long)



Rotary cutter with new blade



Rulers, 6” X 24” and 15” X 15”



Scissors



Iron/pressboard



Sewing machine prepared to sew a ¼“ seam allowance with a walking foot



New machine needle (Microtex if using Batik fabrics)



Cotton piecing thread (I recommend Aurifil 50/2 in medium grey)



Ultra-fine Sharpie



Chalk or washout marking pen



Pins



505 Spray Baste if not using a fusible batting



Freezer paper, 20” X 10” (not required for lap quilt)

